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12. Back to Egypt (4Q 2015—Jeremiah) 

 

Biblical material: Jer. 40:7–16, Jeremiah 41–43, Exod. 16:3, Num. 16:13, Jeremiah 44. 

 

Quotes 

• The difference between perseverance and obstinacy is that one comes from a 

strong will, and the other from a strong won’t. Henry Ward Beecher 

• May God in his mercy enable us without obstinacy to perceive our errors. Michael 

Servetus 

Obstinacy is ever most positive when it is most in the wrong. Suzanne Curchod 

Necker 

• Few men are so obstinate in their atheism, that a pressing danger will not compel 

them to the acknowledgement of a divine power. Plato 

• An obstinate man does not hold opinions, but they hold him. Samuel Butler 

• We won’t argue; you’re wrong. William Lever 
• Jesus recognized the need for blending opposites. He knew that his disciples 

would face a difficult and hostile world , where they would confront the 

recalcitrance of political officials and the intransigence of the protectors of the old 

order. He knew that they would meet cold and arrogant men whose hearts had 

been hardened by the long winter of traditionalism. ... And he gave them a 

formula for action, “Be ye therefore as wise as serpents, and harmless as doves.” 

... We must combine the toughness of the serpent with the softness of the dove, a 

tough mind and a tender heart. Martin Luther King Jr.  

 

Questions 

 What is the difference between obstinacy and persistence? How can we best avoid 

becoming like the people of Jerusalem in this part of their history? What “reward” did 

Jeremiah receive? If Jeremiah had known the final outcome, would his actions have been 

any different? How does all this illustrate the issues in the great controversy? 

 

Bible summary 

  Jeremiah 40-44 is the epilogue after the fall of Jerusalem. Interestingly 

Nebuchadnezzar knows about Jeremiah, and gives specific instructions to his army 

commander to look after him (Jer. 39:11-14). Jeremiah is liberated, and a governor is 

appointed by Nebuchadnezzar. However some of the Israelite leaders stage a coup, and a 

counter coup. In the end they decide, against Jeremiah’s counsel, to seek protection in 

Egypt—even though they have already promised to do what he said (42:5, 6). They 

accuse Jeremiah of lying (43:2) and that his secretary Baruch, is deceiving him. Once 

they escape to Egypt, and despite all the warnings, they make offerings to the pagan 

Queen of Heaven (44:25).  

 

Comment 

 Fear of threats in this world can make us forget God and his power. Israel chose 

to run away to “safety” in Egypt instead of trusting God who promised he would protect 

them from the king of Babylon. After all God had done in the past, it should have been 

easy to trust in him. But the people were overwhelmed with fear because of the pervious 
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exile, and the thought that the king of Babylon could kill them in revenge for Ishmael’s 

rebellion. Despite God’s assurances through Jeremiah, the people flee to Egypt. 

 Obstinacy. The people still refuse to listen to God’s advice, attacking Jeremiah 

and his faithful secretary Baruch. Another word: Intransigence. The people will not 

change their minds, despite all the evidence, despite their defeat at the hands of the 

Babylonians. They still look to some strategic solution—the power of Egypt. But God 

makes it clear that this won’t work either. 

 What a clear example of the way we often are! Despite all the evidence, we 

continue on our own way, refusing to change our minds and return to the God who loves 

us. Because he honors our freedom of choice God won’t intervene, but we will face the 

inevitable results of our decisions. 

Famous preacher Charles Spurgeon opposed such foolishness. Responding to one 

church member who gave a circular argument for what he believed, Spurgeon said that 

what the man believed was “a very foolish faith”: 

“If you want to hold fast the truth, seek to get an understanding of it. A man 

cannot hold a thing fast, unless he has a good understanding of it. I never want you to 

have the faith of the collier who was asked what he believed; he said he believed what the 

Church believed. ‘Well, but what does the Church believe?’ He said the Church believed 

what he believed, and he believed what the Church believed; and so it went all the way 

round. We do not want you to have that faith. It may be a very pertinacious faith, a very 

obstinate faith, but it is a very foolish faith.” 

A very foolish faith. Yet such foolishness is often what is appealed to as true faith. 

The danger of valuing of such “faith” is that there is no way to compare claims, to 

establish truth, or to share faith—since one “belief” is surely as good as another. This 

latter “doctrine” is exemplified by the modern identification of faith as a matter of 

personal preference, “whatever works for you,” so that all faiths are equal and there is no 

“trueness” to faith. In the case here it is a refusal to believe despite the evidence! 

 

Ellen White Comments 

 …the king’s heart had become hardened by persistent rebellion… Still the king 

was obstinate… Still the heart of Pharaoh grew harder… There was no exercise of 

supernatural power to harden the heart of the king. God gave to Pharaoh the most striking 

evidence of divine power, but the monarch stubbornly refused to heed the light. Every 

display of infinite power rejected by him, rendered him the more determined in his 

rebellion. The seeds of rebellion that he sowed when he rejected the first miracle 

produced their harvest. As he continued to venture on in his own course, going from one 

degree of stubbornness to another, his heart became more and more hardened, until he 

was called to look upon the cold, dead faces of the first-born.  {PP 267-8} 

 Obstinacy is a barrier to all improvement.  An obstinate man will not be readily 

convinced of anything which his sight cannot take in.  He does not know what it means to 

walk by faith.  He adheres to his own plans and opinions, be they right or wrong, because 

he has already adopted this line of thought.  He may have abundant reason to see that he 

is wrong; his brethren may raise their voices against his opinions and his methods for 

making a success of the work; but he cherishes an almost immovable bar against 

conviction. {ChL 60} 
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